સંકલન : - કુલ સોજ સોનીરિ ઓદ્યો શીખવા મિનિસ્ટરી ઓદ્યો હેલા અને કેમિલી બેંકર સુધી નો પ્રાર્થનો: 1/FSSAI/Admin/WR/2016-17/7030 
તા. 23-12-15

પરિપત્ર :-
આધી સિરાજુદ્દીલ યુનિવર્સિટી સંલાચ તમામ કોલેજના આથારથી ઓદ્યો જુદાવવામાં આવે છે કે કુલ સોજ સોનીરિ ઓદ્યો શીખવા મિનિસ્ટરી ઓદ્યો હેલા અને કેમિલી બેંકર, મુંબઈ ના સંખ્યાતંત્ર પણ જુદાના અંગન યૂનિવર્સિટી અને પોલીસ યૂનિવર્સિટી ભરા કેન્ટર/માસ ખાતા કે સુધી કુલ સોજ સોનીરિ સંલાચ ઓદ્યો – 2005 મુજબ નું લાભસાય લેવાનું રહ્યું છે. સુધી પરિસ્થિતી અધારેલા ઘણા જુદાવવામાં આવે છે.

નકલ - સંખ્યાતંત્ર પાણી સુધી 

નં જોડાણ/ ડિસેમ્બર/2017 
સિરાજુદ્દીલ યુનિવર્સિટી કાયાલાખ , 
યુનિવર્સિટી કેમ્પસ , યુનિવર્સિટી રોડ , 
રાજકોટ - 350001 
તા. 23-12- 2017

પ્રત્યે, 
- સિરાજુદ્દીલ યુનિવર્સિટી સંલાચ તમામ કોલેજના આથારથી ઓદ્યો તરડ..

નકલ રાખવા :-
1. માન.કુલપતિ/કુલમિશિયાના અંગત સાહિખાણી તરડ.
2. ક્રામગુટર સેંટર ( વેબસાઇટ પર પુસ્તકો કરવા મને સહે..
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Government of India
Food Safety & Standards Authority of India
Ministry of Health & Family Welfare
Unit No 902, 9th floor, Hallmark Business Plaza,
Opp. Guru Nanak Hospital,
Bandra (East), Mumbai – 400051

Ref.No:1/FSSAI/Admn/WR/2016-17/ 7039


The Vice Chancellor,
Saurashtra University
Saurashtra University Campus,
Rajkot - 360 005
Gujarat.

Subject: Licensing of Canteens/Mess and other food establishments in Government educational institutes – reg.

Sir / Madam,

I am directed to draw your kind attention to the regulation 2.1.2 of the Food Safety and Standards (Licensing & Registration of Food Businesses) Regulations, 2011, which stipulates that "No person shall commence any food business unless he/she possesses a valid license."

It has been noted that Canteens / mess and other food establishments located in various Universities, Colleges, Educational institutes etc have not been licensed under the Food Safety and Standards Act, 2006.

Please refer to the UGC vide DO letter no. F. 1-1 / 2016(Secy) dated 24th October, 2016 wherein they have directed all the Vice Chancellors of Universities in the country to ensure implementation of FSS Act in food establishment running under the aegis of the registered Universities and their affiliated colleges.

In this regard, you are hereby requested to ensure that the canteens / mess under your kind control have been registered / licensed under FSS Act 2006 for compliance of the letter No. F. 1-1/ 2016 (Secy) dated 24th October 2016 received by this office from FSSAI headquarters (Copy enclosed).

You may visit https://foodlicensing.fssai.gov.in/ for further guidance and submission of the application for grant of Registration / License under FSS Act 2006, please.

(AIS Kumar)
Deputy Director,
FSSAI, WR, Mumbai

Copy To: Commissioner of Food and Drugs Administration, Gujarat for information and favor of compliance please.
File No. 3 (24)2016/Canteens/Enf/FSSAI
Food Safety and Standards Authority of India
(Regulatory Compliance Division)
FDA Bhawan, Kotla Road, New Delhi - 110002

Dated, the 01st November, 2016

Subject: Licensing of Canteens/ mess and other food establishments in Government educational institutes - reg.

As per Regulation 2.1.2 of the Food Safety & Standards (Licensing & Registration of Food Businesses) Regulations, 2011 stipulates that No person shall commence any food business unless he possesses a valid license."

2. However, it has been noted that Canteens/ mess and other food establishments located in various Universities, colleges, educational institutes etc have not been licensed under the Food Safety and Standards Act, 2006.

3. Recently, UGC vide DO letter no. F. 1-1/2016(Secy) dated 24th October, 2016 have directed all the Vice-chancellors of Universities in the country to ensure implementation of FSS Act in food establishment running under the aegis of the registered Universities and their affiliated colleges.

4. It is requested to conduct special drives to ensure registration/licensing of canteens/ messes, other food establishments etc., in all Universities, affiliated colleges and educational institutes under the FSS Act, 2006 and for their compliance with the provisions prescribed in rules and regulations made thereunder.

5. A report on action taken the same may be forwarded to this office by 31st December, 2016.

(Bimal Kumar Dubey)
Director (RCD)
Tel: 011-23220994

To:
1. All Central Licensing Authorities
2. Commissioners of Food Safety of all States/UTs